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ObservationalObservational  capabilitiescapabilities and  and techniquestechniques
forfor the  the studystudy  ofof  Light-NucleiLight-Nuclei in  in CosmicCosmic
RaysRays  withwith the PAMELA  the PAMELA experimentexperiment..
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SummarySummary

 PhysicalPhysical  reasonsreasons  toto  studystudy the  the nuclearnuclear
componentcomponent of CR of CR

 The PAMELA The PAMELA experimentexperiment
 HowHow  toto  useuse  sub-detectorssub-detectors  toto  identifyidentify nuclei nuclei
 ChargeCharge  calibrationcalibration and  and resolutionresolution  forfor

PAMELA PAMELA sub-detectorssub-detectors
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The The chemicalchemical  compositioncomposition of  of cosmiccosmic  raysrays  isis a a
crucialcrucial piece of information and  piece of information and isis  becomingbecoming
wellwell  determineddetermined at  at energiesenergies  belowbelow the  the kneeknee,,

wherewhere direct  direct measurementsmeasurements can  can stillstill  bebe
carriedcarried out,  out, whilewhile  itit  isis more  more uncertainuncertain and and

model model dependentdependent at  at higherhigher  energiesenergies..
The The compositioncomposition of low  of low energyenergy  cosmiccosmic  raysrays

providesprovides  importantimportant  hintshints  toto the  the accelerationacceleration
processesprocesses and the  and the propagationpropagation of  of cosmiccosmic  raysrays

through the through the interstellarinterstellar medium (ISM). medium (ISM).
EspeciallyEspecially  importantimportant in  in thisthis  respectrespect are the are the

abundancesabundances and  and spectraspectra of  of elementselements
producedproduced  asas secondaries of  secondaries of primaryprimary  cosmiccosmic

raysrays..
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A. Castellina, F. Donato 2005

äRD(R) ! ElementsElements  suchsuch  asas  BoronBoron, , BerylliumBeryllium and  and LithiumLithium,,
whichwhich are  are mainlymainly  producedproduced  asas secondaries of secondaries of

primaryprimary  cosmiccosmic  raysrays,can ,can bebe  veryvery  usefuluseful....
The ratio of The ratio of secondarysecondary  toto  primaryprimary

((forfor  instanceinstance B/C)  B/C) cosmiccosmic  rayray  fluxesfluxes  providesprovides
a a uniqueunique  tooltool  toto  characterizecharacterize the  the diffusiondiffusion  propertiesproperties

of the ISM. of the ISM. ExistingExisting  measurementsmeasurements of  of thisthis ratio ratio
asas a  a functionfunction of  of energyenergy  suggestsuggest  thatthat the  the diffusiondiffusion

coefficientcoefficient  scalesscales  withwith  energyenergy  asas D(E) D(E)~E~Eαα,,
withwith  αα~~0.6, at 0.6, at leastleast at  at rigiditiesrigidities  belowbelow  10 GV,  10 GV,

whilewhile  itit  isis  notnot  clearclear  whetherwhether at  at higherhigher  energiesenergies the the
slopeslope  remainsremains  constantconstant or  or therethere  isis a  a flatteningflattening..
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The PAMELA The PAMELA experimentexperiment

 Search for antimatterSearch for antimatter
 Search for dark matterSearch for dark matter
 Study of cosmic-rayStudy of cosmic-ray

propagationpropagation
 Study solar physics andStudy solar physics and

solar modulationsolar modulation
 Study of electronStudy of electron

spectrumspectrum
 Study terrestrialStudy terrestrial

magnetospheremagnetosphere

 First First switch-onswitch-on on  on JuneJune
21th 200621th 2006

 Continuous data takingContinuous data taking
mode since 11th Julymode since 11th July
20062006

 Mission extended tillMission extended till
December 2011December 2011

Launched on June 15th 2006 
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PAMELA apparatusPAMELA apparatus

Main requirements: high-sensitivity particle Main requirements: high-sensitivity particle identificationidentification, precise momentum measure., precise momentum measure.

Time-Of-FlightTime-Of-Flight
             plastic              plastic scintillatorscintillator strips + PMT: strips + PMT:
                          ⇒⇒    trigger, trigger, albedoalbedo rejection; rejection;
                          ⇒⇒    mass identification up to E ~ 1 mass identification up to E ~ 1 GeVGeV;;
                          ⇒⇒    charge identification from charge identification from dE/dXdE/dX..

Magnetic spectrometerMagnetic spectrometer
             with              with microstripmicrostrip Si tracker: Si tracker:
                          ⇒⇒    charge sign and momentumcharge sign and momentum
             from the curvature;             from the curvature;
                          ⇒⇒    charge identification from charge identification from dE/dXdE/dX..
                                      
Electromagnetic calorimeterElectromagnetic calorimeter
             W/Si sampling; 16.3 X0:             W/Si sampling; 16.3 X0:
                          ⇒⇒    discrimination ediscrimination e+ + / p,  e/ p,  e-- / p / p--      
             from shower topology;             from shower topology;
                          ⇒⇒    direct E measurement for e-.direct E measurement for e-.
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Charge identificationCharge identification

Bethe Bloch
ionization energy-loss of heavy (M>>me) charged particles

A particle traversing the PAMELA instrument crosses:
•six layers of plastic scintillators  (ToF),
•six silicon tracker layers (Tracker)
•at least, the first silicon plane of the calorimeter (Calo)

13 independent measurements of the dE/dx  to evaluate
the Z of the particle*.
3 charge determining detectors ToF, Tracker, Calorimeter

                                                   ZToF     Ztrk           ZCalo*Particles that do not undergo charge-changing interactions
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PAMELA PAMELA TrackerTracker system system

Characteristics:Characteristics:
 6 planes double-side (6 planes double-side (x&yx&y view) view)

microstripmicrostrip Si sensors Si sensors
 36864 channels36864 channels
Performances:Performances:
 Spatial resolution: 3-4Spatial resolution: 3-4µµmm
 MDR ~1TV (from test beam data)MDR ~1TV (from test beam data)
 Dynamic range Dynamic range  Z = 1 to Z = 4

ChargeCharge  signalsignal due  due toto  ionizationionization  losseslosses inside Si,  inside Si, integratedintegrated on  on clustersclusters  ofof  stripsstrips,,
isis  convertedconverted  intointo  dEdE//dxdx  measurementmeasurement  byby  meansmeans  ofof a  a linearlinear scale;  scale; eacheach  planeplane  hashas
beenbeen  calibratedcalibrated  independentlyindependently..
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ChargeCharge  measurementsmeasurements  withwith  trackertracker
Mean of six ionization losses vs rigidity

Ionization loss in a layer Ionization loss in a layer vsvs beta beta
Z measured in a layer of the trackerZ measured in a layer of the tracker

Li  3.00 ± 0.17
Be 4.01 ± 0.34
B   5.06 ± 0.44
C   6.00 ± 0.59
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PAMELA PAMELA CalorimeterCalorimeter
Characteristics:Characteristics:
 44 Si layers (X/Y) +22 W planes44 Si layers (X/Y) +22 W planes
 16.3 X16.3 Xoo / 0.6 l / 0.6 l00
 4224 channels4224 channels
 Dynamic range 1400 Dynamic range 1400 mipmip
 Self-trigger mode (> 300 Self-trigger mode (> 300 GeVGeV GF~600 cm GF~600 cm22

srsr))
Performances:Performances:
 p-bar and ep-bar and e++ selection efficiency ~ 90% selection efficiency ~ 90%
 p rejection factor >10p rejection factor >1055

 ee-- rejection factor > 10 rejection factor > 1044

 Energy resolution ~5% @200GeVEnergy resolution ~5% @200GeV

AlsoAlso in  in thisthis case a  case a linearlinear  scalingscaling  functionfunction  waswas  calculatedcalculated  toto  convertconvert  chargecharge
signalsignal  intointo  dEdE//dxdx  forfor  eacheach  layerlayer..
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ChargeCharge  measurementsmeasurements  withwith  CalorimeterCalorimeter

Fitting different charge bands

Z distribution

Li
Be B

C

ON
 First layer only is used

beta Rigidity (GV)
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ChargeCharge  measurementsmeasurements  withwith  CalorimeterCalorimeter

C   5.99 ± 0.29 
B   4.98 ± 0.25 
Be 3.99 ± 0.23 
Li   3.00 ± 0.18 1st layer

Charge separation of the Calorimeter for nuclei pre-selected by the ToF
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PAMELA PAMELA ToFToF system system
Characteristics:
 6 layers (3 planes, double

view) of BC404 plastic
scintillator

 24 paddles
 48 photomultipliers
Performances:
 Time resolution:

 250 ps protons
 70 ps Carbon

 Dynamic range
Z = 1 to Z = 8*

* Only relativistic Oxygen

A A veryvery  complicatedcomplicated  chargecharge
calibrationcalibration::

 6 6 differentdifferent  groupsgroups of of
scintillatorsscintillators + 48  + 48 differentdifferent
PMTsPMTs  → → 48 48 independentindependent
scalingscaling procedure procedure

 Loss of Loss of linearitylinearity of the of the
instrumentinstrument due  due toto
BirksBirks’’saturationsaturation of of
scintillatorsscintillators and loss of gain and loss of gain
of of PMTsPMTs at high  at high valuesvalues of of
chargecharge  depositsdeposits  → → scalingscaling
functionsfunctions  fromfrom ADC  ADC signalsignal  toto
dEdE//dxdx  measurementmeasurement are  are notnot
linearlinear..
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ChargeCharge  measurementsmeasurements in a  in a ToFToF paddle paddle

  dEdE//dxdx vs.  vs. ββ  distributiondistribution in a paddle in a paddle
(after (after correctionscorrections  forfor  attenuationattenuation,,
gain gain variationvariation and non  and non linearitylinearity ) )

scalingscaling  forfor a  a Bethe-BlockBethe-Block  functionfunction

Z measured in a paddleZ measured in a paddle
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AllAll  ToFToF  dEdxdEdx

H

He

Li
Be

B

C

N

O
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Charge identification in a TOF planeCharge identification in a TOF plane

Sample of nuclei selected  by requiring charge  consistency betweenSample of nuclei selected  by requiring charge  consistency between
 Calorimeter and S11  Calorimeter and S11 ToFToF layer layer
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Charge identificationCharge identification

For nuclei analysis:For nuclei analysis:
 ToFToF system is used as main charge detector system is used as main charge detector
 ZZtrktrk is  is used to select heavier nuclei in the  used to select heavier nuclei in the  ’’backgroundbackground’’

of protons and heliumof protons and helium
 ZZcalocalo is used  is used to study the efficiency of the selection cuts.to study the efficiency of the selection cuts.

ForFor  detailsdetails  concerningconcerning  selectionselection  criteriacriteria and  and scientificscientific  resultsresults  seesee
poster poster presentedpresented  byby    L. L. MarcelliMarcelli
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StepStep 3:  3: compensationcompensation  ofof  saturationsaturation
respectrespect  toto the  the Bethe-BlockBethe-Block

Fit of Bethe-Block function on He bands

• Scatterplot of dEdx after step 2  vs
expected one, which is the value from
Bethe-Block for associated Z, from
calorimeter and β, from ToF
• Fit of the trend using a pol2 function
(higher plot on the right)


